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	Welcome to the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for Microsoft SQL

	Server Database Design and Optimization. MOAC represents the collaboration between

	Microsoft Learning and John Wiley & Sons, Inc. publishing company. Microsoft and Wiley

	teamed up to produce a series of textbooks that deliver compelling and innovative teaching

	solutions to instructors and superior learning experiences for students. Infused and informed

	by in-depth knowledge from the creators of SQL Server, and crafted by a publisher known

	worldwide for the pedagogical quality of its products, these textbooks maximize skills transfer

	in minimum time. Students are challenged to reach their potential by using their new technical

	skills as highly productive members of the workforce.





	Because this knowledgebase comes directly from Microsoft, architect of the SQL Server

	operating system and creator of the Microsoft Certified IT Professional exams (www.microsoft.

	com/learning/mcp/mcitp), you are sure to receive the topical coverage that is most relevant to

	students’ personal and professional success. Microsoft’s direct participation not only assures

	you that MOAC textbook content is accurate and current; it also means that students will

	receive the best instruction possible to enable their success on certification exams and in the

	workplace.
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Physics for Computer Science Students: With Emphasis on Atomic and Semiconductor PhysicsSpringer, 1998
This text is intended to teach the fundamentals of physics to computer scientists, electrical engineers, and others interested in electronics. The presentation is thus directed toward understanding the fundamental physics of how a computer works, while still providing a broad and effective one-year introduction to classical and modern physics. The...
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How Computers Work (How It Works Series)Que, 1998
How Computers Work is the premier four-color guide to PCs.  Using hundreds of pages of detailed, color drawings, How Computers Work, not only tells, but shows readers everything from how a signal travels through a circuit to why your game c  -With more than 600,000 copies sold, How Computers Work is the classic graphic reference with four color...
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R For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Master the programming language of choice among statisticians and data analysts worldwide


	Coming to grips with R can be tough, even for seasoned statisticians and data analysts. Enter R For Dummies, the quick, easy way to master all the R you'll ever need. Requiring no prior programming experience and packed with...
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Printed Circuits Handbook (McGraw Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The World's #1 Guide to Printed Circuit Boards_Now Completely Updated with the Latest Information on Lead-Free Manufacturing!


The best reference in the field for over 30 years, the Printed Circuits Handbook equips you with definitive coverage of every facet of printed circuit assemblies_from...
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How I Made My First Million: 26 Self-Made Millionaires Reveal the Secrets to Their SuccessAllen & Unwin, 2010

	A collection of inspirational stories of ordinary people who took a great idea and turned it into a hugely successful business. Learn how the founders of enormously profitable enterprises—like Just Cuts, Aussie Home Loans, ModelCo, Elite Introductions, Fat Prophets, EcoStore, and fastflowers.com—took a great idea and turned it into a...
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How to Talk About Books You Haven't ReadBloomsbury Reference, 2007
"It may well be that too many books are published, but by good fortune, not all must be read.... A survivor's guide to life in the chattering classes...evidently much in need." --New York Times

Praise for How to Talk About Books You Havent Read:
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